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Martin Laksman Wind power is one of the fastest growing energy sources in the world. With this rapid project by Michael Arquin of the KidWind project, young engineers can build a working turbine within a few hours. Ad – Read below 1 Make your own miniature wind turbine renewable energy is the wind
beneath our turbine blades. Over the past few years, wind power has been one of the fastest growing sources of energy in the world. Learn how to capture the airstream's gusting power with this rough PVC turbine designed by Michael Arquin, founder of the KidWind Project. This cease-fire project
teaches engineering and modelling and modelling and making it age and skill appropriate – can be scaled up or down in complexity to create more or less electricity, as well as demonstrate concepts such as energy transformation and blade efficiency. Get ready to be blown away. Material • Five 1-inch
dia. PVC 90-degree fittings • Three 1-inch dia. PVC tea fittings • One 1-inch dia. PVC coupler • Six 1-inch dia. PVC 6-inch long pipes • One 1-inch dia. PVC 24-inch long pipe • One 1-inch dia. PVC 2-inch-long pipe • Two alligator clips • Poster board for blades • 20-inch box fan or other wind source • Duct
tape • Hot adhesive/adhesive gun • Wire cutters • DrillSpecial Parts (Available at store.kidwind.org) • KidWind Basic Turbine Building Parts kit (includes DC car with wires, 12-hole shrinking heub, and 25 dowels) • Multimeter • 5-mm LED bulb • Sound &amp; Light Board 2 Build the Rotor &amp; Nacelle 1.
Add the 2-inch piece of PVC pipe into a 90-degree pass.2. Slide the PVC coupler over the 2-inch pipe, forming one solid piece called the nacelle.3. Rotate a 1/2-inch-wide by 18-inch long stretch of duct tape around the aimeter of the car. This will help to fit safely with the coupler.4. Thread the wires
attached to the D.C. car in the mouth of the coupler, all the way through the 90-degree PVC pass.5. The car must rest soberly in the couple, but not all the way in.6 is pushed. Next, attach the shrinking hub to the car by pressing it on to the driveshaft.7. Make sure the face of the car is flush with the edge of
the pipe. 3 Build the Base 1. Using four 90-degree PVC fittings, two PVC tea, and four 6-inch PVC pipe sections, built the two sides of the turbine base.2. Add a 6-inch pipe into one side of a 90-degree fit. On the opposite side of the 6-inch pipe, fit a PVC tea, followed by another 6-inch pipe and 90-degree
fit. Repeat to make the second leg of the base.3. Drill a small hole at the bottom of the last PVC tea.4. Connect the legs of the base by inserting the two remaining 6-inch PVC pipes into the PVC tea of each leg. Join the base bones via the drilled PVC tea. 4 Attach the tower to the base 1. Snake the car's
wires down the 24-inch PVC pipe; this long section is the tower.2. Attach the nacelles at the top of the tower; type it in place so that it is safe Wire the wires through the center PVC tea and from the hole at the base of the tower.4. Secure the tower around the tea.5. Attach alligator cuts to exposed wires. 5
Make the blades 1. Spoon the blades of material 6 inches to 10 inches in dia diath. We use poster board, but you can use any stiff, light material, such as a solid paper plate or sheets of balsa. (Note: The stress that your turbines produce depends on painting and RPM of the blades. We found a
configuration of two or four blades generated a lot of energy, but felt free to experiment!) 2. Secure the blades to the dowels with tape or hot adhesive.3. Put the dowels in the shrinking hub holes. Tight the center piece after inserting. 6 Put the generator to work 1. Position your turbines in front of a box fan
so that the wind turns the blades; it will generate electricity.2. Use the alligator tracks to connect to a multimeter to measure the tension. (You will need approximately 2 volts.) 3. Once your blades are resurresisting power, you can connect the wires of the LED bulb or the Sound &amp; Light Board using
the alligator tracks. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io so here we are going to make a small wind turbine. You can make it easy
at home. Nearly 90 percent of the parts are made of PVC fittings and pipes. So it is very easy to assemble or disassemble and transfer it to your classroom. I uploaded my own video that makes this little mini wind turbine on youtube. I also embedded that here. Let's make it. Watch video you can learn it
on my blog here Make Small Wind TurbineFor More DIY Projects Like This, visit New PhysivisBuy a 10 inch PVC pipe (3inch in diameter)equally divided the edge cimetercut the pipe into blades as in video-watching videoMake holes like in the picture on anything round in shape with 2.5 inches. Then
screw up 3 blades to it using cycle screws. The turbine base and the post hold the screw, dynamo, tail, and auto-mechanism. It is very easy to make the turbine base. Buy some PVC fittings. Elbow – 4PVC T – 3PVC pipe piecesConnect these fittings as shown in the figure. Most of the DIY wind turbine
videos on youtube do not have a tail-autocratic mechanism (yawn mechanism). Without a tail autocratation mechanism, a small windturbine was not completed. What is the purpose of a tail? The tail motor rotation mechanism will help the screw change the direction to face the wind. Th tail will force the
screw to face the wind even at higher wind speed.cut GI sheetPVC Pipe, reducerwireA piece of penPVC Fit TBuy 2 bearingsBuy a dynamo 3VConnect the dynamo to fit the PVC. Connect the two carries to a common axis. A piece of a pen can be used as the axis.connect one with the PVC PIE the wind
turbine in front of a fan is a fan on the output wires of the dynamo. Yes, Multimeter needle indicates a current flow flow It. If you're using an efficient Dinamo, you can use this dynamo to charge your 3 v rechargeable battery. Besides, you can build a larger wind turbine than it to charge your smartphone.
Here's a fun little DIY project that can bring home the clean, quiet nature of wind energy. For all the DIY-ers and parents and teachers who want to get practical with renewable energy, building a micro wind turbine can be a big small project. It is not nearly large enough to drive anything great, but it can
certainly be used as a demonstration of wind energy, and may even be worth building as a mini charging station for portable electronics or small outdoor lighting accessories. I'm a big fan of small solar chargers for keeping gadget and gizmos charged, and while I know that it's possible to build your own
DIY version of these portable power plants, I haven't yet seen good plans for building one that's cavenged or repurposed material use, so I haven't done it yet. I'm also a big fan (pun meant) of wind energy, and have built some very small wind generators with my kids as a homeschooling project (see the
KidWind website for some great resources), but we haven't built one that's big enough to provide enough energy for practical purposes. But it may soon change because I came across these instructions from ScienceTubeToday that seem to be just what the clean energy doctor ordered. For the generator,
the instructions call for the use of what is called a stepper motor (which is a little different than a standard DC electric motor), which can be chastening an old inkjet printer, and which is said to be a much better choice than just using a DC electric motor than a generator. The author says (in video
comments) these stepper cars are very good compared to the same size DC car, as they can generate electricity at very low speed, say, 200 rpm while a D.C. car will need thousands of RPM. The stand is made of PVC pipe, which is not exactly a green product (but it is an item that is readily available or
that you can already have around), but I think you can easily build your own state of other repurposed materials, which would make this project a little more eco-friendly. The video instructions are completely without narrative, making it surprisingly effective to get the information over (although you might
need to break down notes), and the background music is on it, well, a little different from your average instructional video, but again, I think it adds, rather than subtracting from, the content. Check it below: This version uses a model aircraft screw, which most of us probably don't lie around, but there are a
fair number of plans and diagrams on the web for DIY turbine blades, so it's quite possible to craft your own which can contribute to the educational nature of this project). According to the video, by using the 12V 12V lighter socket along with a load adapter, this wind turbine will produce a steady 5V 1A
output in a breeze (which is great for loading our rather delicate electronics), but it can also be used without charging adapter, in which case it produces a much higher voltage (which can be an advantage in loading a larger battery) , but at the danger of greater stress Your mileage may vary, so you want
to check out the output of the work unit before picking your gadget in it. Another few details on the project, as well as instructions for some other DIY electricity and science projects, can be found at ScienceTubeToday. ScienceTubeToday.
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